NTSP EXECUTIVE MEETING
DATE:
Wednesday 6 September 2017
13:00 – 15:00
(Teas & Coffees on arrival)

VENUE:
VODA, TyneMet College,
Queen Alexandra Campus,
Queen Alexandra Road entrance,
North Shields, NE29 9BZ
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NORTH TYNESIDE STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP EXECUTIVE
DRAFT MINUTES
Room 309, North Tyneside Council
Offices, The Quadrant,
Silverlink North, NE27 0BY
Wednesday, 7 June 2017
Present:

Also
present:

Apologies:

Patrick Melia
Bill McGawley
Audrey Kingham
Graeme Hurst
Mary Coyle
Cllr Margaret Hall
Roger Layton
Sandra Brydon
Philip Trenbirth

Chief Executive, NTC
Chamber of Trade and Commerce
TyneMet College
Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue
North Tyneside Clinical Commissioning Group
North Tyneside Council
Joint Trade Union representative
Job Centre Plus
Job Centre Plus

Craig Anderson
Julia Mather
Martin Bewick
Felicity Shoesmith
Lindsey Ojomo
George Colquhoun

Policy, Performance and Research Manager, NTC
Policy, Performance and Research, NTC
Strategic Housing Manger, NTC
Community Voluntary Sector Liaison Manager, NTC
Resilience, Security, Community Safety Manager
Community Safety Analyst, NTC

Norma Redfearn
Jackie Laughton
Janet Soo-Chung
DCI. Sharon Scott
Jacqui Old

Elected Mayor
Head of Corporate Strategy, NTC
NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
Northumbria Police
Head of Health, Education, Care and Safeguarding,
NTC
Voda
Public Health
North Tyneside Council
North Tyneside Coalition for Disabled People

Lisa Goodwin
Wendy Burke
Cllr Carole Burdis
Ian McKee

Item
1.

Decision/Action

Who and
When

Welcome, Introductions and Apologies
Patrick Melia welcomed members and visitors to the meeting,
introductions were made and apologies noted.
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2.

Minutes (8 March 2017) and Matters Arising
The minutes were confirmed as a true record. Graeme Hurst recorded
as an attendee and apology in the Minutes – altered.
Actions will be covered in the Agenda.

3.

Business

3.1

Election of Chair and Deputy Chair
To be deferred to next quarterly meeting.

3.2

Love Your Street
Felicity Shoesmith presented this item to the Executive.
It was reported that the campaign stemmed from residents, with small
areas of the borough being exemplars for the whole area. A member
asked that work be carried out to target more deprived areas. Is there
any discussion taking place to focus on these areas?
The group considered how streets/areas/residents come to find out
about the scheme. Currently there is an area on the Council’s website.
This year will concentrate on a “soft launch”, and it was suggested that
the group in the future create a non-NTC social media brand, as this
project is less about the Council and more about the residents.
Groups are able to access packs of information and are asked to
register.
Case studies are also being collected and a calendar of events is being
produced.
Members agreed that this could be a great project for The Prince’s
Trust volunteers at Tynemet College.
The group also discussed having a Love Your School campaign too,
with bulbs and plants being provided, as this would provide a direct link
between school and neighbourhood pride. A North Tyneside in Bloom
award could be given out to schools.
Felicity agreed to speak to Sam Dand regarding litter bins.
In a later discussion, Graeme Hurst made a connection between the
Green North Tyneside Carbon Capture Woodland project and Love
Your Street – is there scope for tree planting on derelict land?

3.3

Action Learning Sets
The Executive received a presentation from Felicity Shoesmith on
Action Learning sets, and how they fit in the Common Purpose
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Programme.
The Executive gave their agreement on the proposal and for Felicity to
come back to report in the September meeting of NTSP.
Partners agreed to start identifying a cohort of people who have been
on Common Purpose.
Partners to start to identify potential leaders who will take part in the
Action Learning Sets.
3.4

Devolution (Verbal Update)
The Executive received an update from Patrick Melia.
While the process is currently on hold, awaiting the outcome of the
General Election, communication channels remain open and
discussions on a North of Tyne Devolution remain positive.

3.5

Ofsted Feedback
Due to the upcoming General Election, the release of the Ofsted Report
for North Tyneside Children’s Services has been delayed until 12 June.

3.6

Syrian Vulnerable Person Resettlement Programme update
(presentation)
The Executive received a presentation from Martin Bewick on this
programme. The response to this scheme has been positive, and it is
hoped that this can be reflected out into the community. There is a
National Refugee Week approaching in June and this would be a good
opportunity.

4.
4.1

Theme Partnership Updates
Green North Tyneside
The Partnership considered the Green Theme report and asked that
some consideration be given to getting involved with the Love Your
Street campaign.

4.2

Safer North Tyneside
The Executive were updated on the work of the Safer Partnership by
Lindsey Ojomo and George Colquhoun.
The group heard about the change in recording practises, which has
resulted in a sharp increase in recorded crime for Northumbria Police.
The group recognised that crime statistics cannot be compared to other
areas because recording practises differ too much. There is a real
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issue regarding consistency of approach.
It was reported that police satisfaction levels have improved, and this
recording practise has also contributed to perception of crime levels
too.
Roger Layton said that the Trade Unions would support the Hate Crime
Task and Finish Group campaign.
Lindsey Ojomo agreed to bring the Safer North Tyneside Strategy to a
future NTSP meeting, along with DHR4.
4.3

Health and Wellbeing
Cllr Margaret Hall updated the Executive on the work being carried out
regarding Health and Wellbeing. She was disappointed to report that
due to the General Election, some major questions remain
unanswered.

5.

Any Other Business
TyneMet/South Tyneside college merger
The Executive heard from Audrey Kingham on the progress of the
merger of the colleges.
The consultation has now closed and the responses published. An
86% positive response was received, and the most popular name
suggested was Tyne Coast. The changeover date has been set at 1
August 2017. This will be the changeover of the Technical Corporate
Company, other branding will not change.
There will be an overarching Tyne Coast board, and one board at each
business unit
Emergency Planning
While there is no perceived threat in the North East, we remain vigilant.
It is business as usual but lessons have been learnt from recent events.
Advice has been taken from the national perspective, and full business
continuity plans are in place.
Vice Chair for NTSP
To be agreed at the next meeting.

6.

Date of Next Meeting



Wednesday 6 September 2017, 1-3pm.
Venue – Voda office, TyneMet College
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BRIEFING
To:

North Tyneside Strategic Partnership Executive

Date:

6 September 2017

Title:

Election of Chair and Vice Chair

1. Background
North Tyneside Council is as an active member of the Strategic Partnership
and is committed to helping to increase capacity in the leadership of North
Tyneside based organisations.
2. Election of Chair and Vice Chair
Regarding the election of a Chair and Vice Chair for the NTSP Executive, the
NTSP Handbook states that
5.1

Every three years, the Executive will elect a Chair and Vice Chair, each
from a different sector. By virtue of their position in the partner
organisation/sector, they will hold office for three years and be subject
to re-election after a three-year period

5.3

If a chair steps down before an election is due, nominations for a new
chair will be sought from members. If more than one nomination is
received, a vote will be taken. New elections will be held at the usual
time.

3. Election of Chair
At the start of the meeting on 6 September, nominations will be sought for reelection or election of a Chair and Vice Chair. If more than one nomination is
received, a vote will be taken.
This process will be open to full members of the NTSP Executive only
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REPORT
Discussion / Information only

To:

NTSP Executive

Date:

September 2017

Author:

Ian McKee, Chair of the Green North Tyneside  0191 296 1437
Partnership Board
Green North Tyneside Theme Partnership Update

Title of Report:

1.0

Purpose of Report
To update the Executive on the Green North Tyneside Theme partnership
achievements and challenges to date in delivering the Our North Tyneside
Plan 2013-17 objectives.

2.0

Background
The Green North Tyneside Theme Partnership Board is made up of crosssectoral representatives from across the members of the NTSP.
Representatives from other organisations are involved in the delivery of
projects through dedicated Project groups.
The agreed focus of the Board is to work together to reduce carbon emissions
throughout the borough. To support this focus, the Board will endeavour to
identify and apply for appropriate grant funding where possible.

3.0

Performance
The Green North Tyneside Theme Partnership objectives contribute to the
delivery of the Our North Tyneside Plan outcome of, “Our Places will be
places that people like living in and will attract others to either visit or live.”
It specifically contributes to the ‘Our North Tyneside Plan’ objective of, “We
will reduce the carbon footprint of our operations and will work with partners to
reduce the Borough’s carbon footprint.”
In addition the GNT projects contribute directly to achieving the outcomes
outlined in our Creating a Brighter Future Themes:
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Ready for School
Cared For and Safeguarded
A Great Place to Live Work and Visit

3.1

Key successes and achievements
The last Chairs report outlined the detail of the following projects: Whole House Innovation Project
 Fenwick Pit Heap Woodland for Carbon Offsetting and Carbon
Capture
 Power Rangers & Game Of Homes
 Home Heating Heroes
 Environmental App research &
 Green Business Awards.

4.0

Challenges and Opportunities
The Board agreed to fund the following projects in August 2015. The projects
and their progress are outlined below:

Whole House Innovation Project

This project has retrofitted 25 homes with low cost energy efficiency products
(Oxypods and Rad-fans).
This project has now been completed.


‘Natural Technology’ - Carbon offsetting and capture

The project will enable approximately 10,000 new trees to be planted in the
Borough and create a GNT Carbon Capture Woodland. North Tyneside
Council Officers, in consultation with the NTC Environment Board, have
identified the former Fenwick Pit Heap site as a preferred location for the
establishment of the new woodland.
This project is now completed. Tree growth will be monitored and if
successful, the intention will be to roll out planting in other areas which have
been identified in the site improvement plan.


Sponsorship of NT Green Business award

It was agreed at the March Board meeting to use some under-spend in one of
the GNT project budgets to part sponsor the 2017 Green Business Award.
This decision was based on the success of previous year’s efforts by GNT
and business applicants.
Additional commercial sponsorship for this award is being undertaken in
conjunction with the NTC Economic Development Team.
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5.0

What impact will the actions in this report have for North Tyneside?
Ongoing delivery of existing and proposed projects will continue to contribute
to reducing the carbon emissions of the Borough. The projects will work
collectively to address carbon reduction and also fuel efficiency and help to
reduce fuel poverty.

6.0

Please detail those who have been consulted in the production of the
report.
Members of the Board, including the Cabinet Member for Environment and
relevant businesses and wider community organisations have been consulted
on the projects outlined above.
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REPORT
Information
To:

NTSP Executive

Date:

6th September 2017

Cabinet Member: Councillor Carole Burdis
Author:

Lindsey Ojomo, Resilience, Security Services and
Community Safety Manager

Title of Report:

Safer North Tyneside Partnership update

1.0

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide NTSP Executive with an update from the Safer North Tyneside
partnership.

2.0

Recommendations for the NTSP Executive/Themes

2.1

NTSP Executive is asked to:
i.

Note the progress of Safer North Tyneside.

3.0

Information

3.1

The last meeting of the Partnership was held on 7th June 2016.

3.2

This work sits within the Council’s Great Place to Live, Work and Visit Theme,
part of the Creating a Brighter Future Strategy.

4.0

Safer North Tyneside Strategy

4.1

The current Community Safety Strategy is due for renewal in 2019. The
refresh of the Safer North Tyneside Strategy is underway and approval will
need to be sought via the Authority’s Budget & Policy Framework which
includes consideration by Cabinet, Overview, Scrutiny & Policy Development
Committee and Council. The time table for the process is being agreed with
the Cabinet Member and will be included on the Council’s Forward Plan.
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5.0

Domestic Homicide Reviews

5.1

DHR3 has now been published on the Safer North Tyneside website.

5.2

DHR4 chronologies have been completed and the Chair is currently reviewing
the content. A DHR Panel meeting is scheduled at the end of August for all
panel members to discuss the chronology information and to establish what
further line of enquiries need to be made. This will identify the scope for the
Individual Management Reviews which form part of the process.
Correspondence has been sent to the victim’s parents to ask what level of
involvement they would like to have in the process.

5.3

DHR5 chronology templates have been circulated and returns requested for
early September. As with DHR4 these will be reviewed by all members of the
Panel and the Individual Management Review scope will be set.
Correspondence has been sent to the victim’s parents to ask what level of
involvement they would like to have in the process.

6.0

Public Space Protection Orders

6.1

On 14 July, Cabinet considered proposals that have been developed to
introduce Public Space Protection Orders (PSPOs) in the borough. The
proposals are designed to replace and enhance existing public space
restrictions relating to consumption of alcohol and dog control. The proposals
were approved and public consultation is now taking place and will conclude
on 22 September 2017.

7.0

Hate Crime Task & Finish Group

7.1

Members of the group have agreed that to focus the work of the group and to
communicate their work that a Hate Crime Plan will be developed. A draft
version of the plan is a work in progress following the last meeting in early
August. The main elements of the plan are: Communication/Awareness
 Education/Training
 Reporting
 Enforcement

7.2

“So What @ The Base” is a young people’s LGBT group in Whitley Bay and
they have invited members of the Hate Crime Group to attend one of their
September sessions to promote reporting of hate crimes. As well as
promoting reporting this will also give us the opportunity to engage with the
group around their views and issues to inform the Hate Crime Plan.

7.3

Gateshead’s Community Safety Team has secured funding to host a Hate
Crime Conference in October in collaboration with Gateshead College. Liaison
with Gateshead will ensure we are able to take up places on the conference.

7.4

South Tyneside Council have approached other local authorities to do some
joint work in relation to ‘Mate Crime’. This is a developing area of work and
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involves people who appear to befriend young people and vulnerable adults in
order to exploit them. This will see the development of a “Who Are You”
campaign that will be launched in November.
7.5

Hate Crime week begins 14 October and the Group have begun discussions
on activities for the week. Northumbria Police will be doing a lot of work in the
community and plans are underway to end the week with an event for the
public where they can receive information from service providers and also
encourage reporting.

7.6

The Group have utilised the Council’s social media during Refugee Week in
June to promote positive messages around refugees and tackle some
common myths. This approach was also taken in the week running up to Pride
in July to share information around LGBT issues. There were very few
negative responses from the public and a good number of shares and positive
comments.

7.7

Age UK have recently set up a LGBT Group who have identified that finding
LGBT friendly spaces as an issue. The Hate Crime Group have agreed to
work with the group to look at how they can address this issue and signpost to
venues which are LGBT friendly.

8.0

Building A Stronger Britain Together

8.1

It was noted during joint discussions around Prevent and Channel Panels that
there was a gap in services where people did not meet Channel thresholds
but could still be at risk of being radicalised. In October 2016, Show Racism
the Red Card submitted a bid in collaboration with the Tyne & Wear local
authorities to the Home Office’s ‘Building a Stronger Britain Together Fund’ to
develop an education resource for young people who do not meet the channel
threshold but where concerns exist about their behaviour and views.

8.2

The bid was approved in March 2017 and Show Racism the Red Card have
recruited an additional Education Officer. The referral processes are being
agreed in line with current reporting routes and good practice . Within North
Tyneside discussions have begun with Front Door Service and Early Help
teams and the Schools Improvement Officer is being linked in to embed this
new intervention process across services.

9.0

Modern Day Slavery

9.1

Following the Northumbria Police led conference on Tackling Modern Slavery
in early July, work has been ongoing with partners to establish the roles and
responsibilities for North Tyneside Council. This is a relatively new and fast
developing area of work which is often linked to Organised Crime and can be
very complex in nature. A process to help support victims of modern slavery is
being drafted across NTC’s services and a further report will be brought to the
NTSP when this is fully in place.
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10.0

2016/17 Performance

10.1

Crime
In the first quarter of 2017/18, total recorded crime increased by 21%
compared to the same quarter in 2016/17. Similar increases have been seen
across the Northumbria force area.
The disproportionate local and force-wide increase is attributed to a continued
change in recording practices, including a “pre-criming” approach to recording
where a reported incident is recorded as a crime by default (e.g. for reports of
criminal damage, to obviate the need to use finite investigatory resources).
Another change is that incidents which formerly would have been regarded as
instances of anti-social behaviour are being classified as crimes.
Results from the Safer Communities Survey for the current year were not
available at the time of writing this report. A verbal update will be given at the
NTSP once the data is available.

10.2 Disorder
Anti Social Behaviour incidents have increased by 3% in the first quarter of
2017/18 and in the twelve months to 30th June 2017 increased by an overall
0.7%.
Deliberate fire incidence and rates remain lower than the Tyne and Wear
average.
All youth offending targets are on track based on the first quarter
performance.
11.0

What impact will the recommended actions in this report have for North
Tyneside?

11.1 Ongoing delivery of the Community Safety Strategy Action Plan will contribute
to keeping North Tyneside safe.
12.0
12.1

Issue(s) for discussion at the meeting
There are no specific issues for discussion at this time.
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REPORT
Information
To:

North Tyneside Strategic Partnership Executive

Date:

September 2017

From:

Councillor Margaret Hall, Chair of the Health & Wellbeing Board

Title of the Report:

Health & Wellbeing Board Update

1.0

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the NTSP Executive with an update from the Health & Wellbeing
Board.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

The NTSP Executive is asked to note the work of the Health & Wellbeing
Board.

3.0

Information

3.1

3.2

3.3

Aims and Priorities
The Health & Wellbeing Board (HWB) is a partnership of senior leaders who
work together to ensure the borough’s assets and resources are fully used to
improve health and wellbeing of residents. It has responsibility to prepare a
Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy for the Borough.
The HWB hosted a planning event on 28 June 2017 involving a wide range of
partners to consider the future role and operation of the Board, to determine
its priorities, to review the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy and to review
the Health and Social Care Integration Programme and its governance
arrangements. The outcomes from the planning event are currently being
analysed and discussed with a view to a proposals being presented to a
special meeting of the Board on 19 October 2017.

North East Ambulance Service
The HWB has received a presentation from the North East Ambulance
Service (NEAS) outlining its contribution to the delivery of urgent and
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emergency care services in North Tyneside. The HWB paid particular
attention to NEAS’s performance in responding to non-life threatening calls,
the pressures on the service which had occurred over the Christmas period
and how partners could work together to minimise handover delays and
develop alternative community based care pathways thereby minimising
admissions to hospital.

3.4

3.5

3.5

Northumberland, Tyne & Wear and North Durham Sustainability and
Transformation Plan
The HWB has continued to monitor the development of the STP and its
implications for North Tyneside. The Board heard how thirteen transformation
delivery groups have been established to deliver different aspects of the STP
including a regional prevention workstream. The workstream aimed to provide
leadership to each of the identified prevention priorities including reducing the
rate of smoking attributable admissions and smoking prevalence. It was stated
that in North Tyneside 16.4% of the population smoked which equated to
26,000 people. This figure multiplied by the number of local authority areas
included in the workstream illustrated the scale of the task and the benefits of
tackling the issue on a region wide basis.
Alcohol Strategic Partnership
Following the HWB’s Alcohol Action Day in September 2015, an Alcohol
Strategic
Partnership had been formed to tackle alcohol misuse across
North Tyneside. The HWB has received a progress report on the development
an action plan and the key achievements to date.
Pharmacy Regulations and Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment
The HWB has agreed a process to fulfil its statutory responsibilities in
assessing the needs for pharmaceutical services in North Tyneside and
publish a Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment by 1 April 2018 and to
consider any applications from pharmacies to merge services.
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REPORT
Information
To:

NTSP Executive
September 2017

Date:
Author:

Commissioning and Investment

Title of Report:
update

Children, Young People and Learning (CYPL) Partnership

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide NTSP Executive with an update from the Children, Young People
and Learning (CYPL) Partnership. The CYPL Partnership Board last met on
the 6 July 2017.

2.

Recommendations for the NTSP Executive/Themes

2.1

NTSP Executive is asked to:
ii.

Note the progress of the CYPL Partnership.

3.

Information

3.1

The North Tyneside Children’s Trust arrangements are led by the CYPL
Partnership Board. The partnership is responsible for overseeing the delivery
of the Children and Young People’s Plan 2014-18. The 3 main themes of the
Children and Young People’s Plan are Ready for School, Ready for Work and
Life and Safe, Supported and Cared For.

3.2

Partnership update
Feedback from the Ofsted Inspection of Children’s Services in North Tyneside
and review of the effectiveness of the Local Safeguarding Children Board
The overall Ofsted judgement for Children’s Services was good with
outstanding features. North Tyneside is rated 8th of the 130+ inspected
authorities. The findings were:



Overall effectiveness is good
Services for Looked After Children (LAC) are good
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Help and protection for children is good
Adoption and Fostering service is good
Care Leaver services are outstanding
Leadership and management is good

The Inspection outcome for the Local Safeguarding Children Board is also good. The
inspection highlighted:





The positive relationship between the partnership and Local Authority
A culture of openness, transparency and appropriate challenge
Effective and efficient partnership working
A clear focus on joint working practice to protect children

Establishing the 0-19 Children’s Public Health Service
The Director of Public Health updated on the development of the 0-19 service which
includes the Health Visiting and School Nursing services. The 84 staff transferred on
1st April 2017 and have settled well into their locality bases. Joint working with the
locality teams is developing. The strength of collaboration with Northumbria NHS
Trust has been invaluable in ensuring an effective transfer of the service.
North Tyneside Youth Offending Team Needs Assessment

The Board discussed the North Tyneside Youth Offending Needs Assessment
prepared by the Youth Offending Board. A number of priorities from the Needs
Assessment would be used when reshaping the next Children and Young People’s
Plan. The Board will also consider any changes needed to the range of services for
these young people.
A HMI thematic inspection of the Youth Offending Team took place for 5 days at the
beginning of June 2017 on the theme of ‘protection of the public’. The thematic
inspection report would be circulated to the Board when it is received.
Troubled Families Programme
The Board received a presentation on the Troubled Families Programme, including:






Troubled Family work – this is about identifying the families with multiple
problems who are at most concern; using data to identify those families; using
data to show impact; transforming the way we develop and deliver services
Locality Team Activity – 29 locality case allocation meetings held; 205 families
reviewed; 166 out of 205 families allocated a leader worker
Working with partners – a range of activity undertaken including: circulation of
locality newsletters; headteacher sessions with locality partners; attendance
at case allocation meetings
Key elements of the locality work – the lead worker role working with one
family and with one plan
2 case studies were circulated at the meeting which provide evidence of
impact
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Next steps:
 Refresh the Troubled Families outcomes plan
 Recruit an Early Help Manager for the Front Door/ Multi Agency Safeguarding
Hub (MASH)
 Develop a performance framework for Early Help
 Hold sessions on the Early Intervention Foundation (EIF) Maturity Model with
key partners and then develop an action plan
 Refresh the Early Help strategy to align with the CYPL Plan/Outcomes plan
and Maturity Model plan
A Locality Newsletter is circulated on a regular basis which includes an analysis of
data and information on the localities. If colleagues would like to receive these
newsletters directly please contact Jill.baker2@northtyneside.gov.uk.
Health and Wellbeing Priorities for Children
The Director of Public Health provided an update on the annual planning and review
event held 28 June for the Health and Wellbeing Board.
The CYPL Partnership Board considered the key health and wellbeing issues for
Children and Young People to be:
 Children and Young People’s Mental Health
 Childhood Obesity
 Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND)
Children and Young People’s Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing
The partnership has dedicated significant time and energy to promoting emotional
wellbeing and early intervention as part of the wider mental health system for
children and young people.
An emotionally healthy schools resource pack has been developed to implement a
whole school approach to mental health and wellbeing. The launch of the pack for
headteachers and SEND leads in schools took place 16th May and is available here.
This has been commended by Public Health England and will be presented at their
national conference later this year
Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) Preparing for an Ofsted Inspection
of SEND
The Board received a presentation on the preparation for a Local Area SEND
Inspection. The inspection will focus on:
 How effective is the partnership to identifying children and young people with
SEND
 How effective is the partnership in assessing and meeting their needs
 How effective is the partnership of improving the outcomes of children and
young people with SEND
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A SEND Strategic Board has been convened with partners and parent
representatives. Consultation with partners and stakeholders is on-going to refine
our North Tyneside SEND Self Evaluation Form (SEF).
4.

Performance

A performance update and analysis was drawn from the latest CYPL performance
report as presented at the board meeting on 6 July. This covered performance
against the key themes and strategic priorities in the Children and Young People’s
Plan.
5.

What impact will the recommended actions in this report have for North
Tyneside?

5.1

Ongoing delivery of the priorities in the Children and Young People’s Plan.

6.

Issue(s) for discussion at the meeting

6.1

None
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